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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF HILL, N.H.
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hill in the County of
Merrimack, in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
(L.S.)
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hill Town Hall in
said Hill on Tuesday, the twelfth day of March next at 11:00
o'clock to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. "A. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
ensuing year.
B. To vote by ballot on the following question,
"Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 466:30-a
which makes it unlawful for any dog to run at
large, except when accompanied by the owner or
custodian, and when used for hunting, herding,
supervised competition and exhibition or
training for such?"
C. To vote by ballot on amendments to the Hill
Zon i ng Ordinance."
NOTE- By law, the meeting must open before the voting starts.
Therefore the meeting and polls will open at 11 o'clock for the
consideration of Article 1, Parts A, B and C.
At 12:00 noon the meeting will recess but the polls will remain
open until 7:00 P.M.. The meeting will reconvene at the Hill
Town Hall on Thursday, March 14, 1991, at 7:00 P.M. to act upon
Articles 2 through 25.
ARTICLE 2. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate














3 ,600 $ 3 ,600
19 ,000 15 ,000
625 800























ARTICLE 3. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $22,000.00 for the purchase of 2 new stainless steel
Sanders for the Highway Department."
ARTICLE 4. "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to sell at public auction or by advertised sealed
bids, to the highest bidder, the 1974 Highway Truck."
ARTICLE 5. "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to sell at public auction or by advertised sealed
bids, to the highest bidder, the large dump truck sander."
ARTICLE 6. " To see if the Town will vote to rsise and appropriate














ARTICLE 7. "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to spend Highway Block Grant Funds estimated to be
in the amount of $33,073.00 for the maintenance, construction
and reconstruction of Class V Highways. (State to contribute
$33,073.00)."
ARTICLE 8. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $21,068.00 for the complete replacement of the Cass
Mill Road Bridge, this appropriation is contingent upon an
appropriation of $50,000.00 by the 1991 Alexandria Town Meeting
for the replacement of said bridge."
ARTICLE 9. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the. sum of $18,546.00 to be added to the established Capital
Reserve Fund for Revaluation, the appropriation to be contingent
upon the failure of an appropriation under Article 8 of this
warrant and/or the failure of the 1991 Alexandria Town Meeting to
make the appropriation required under Article 8 of this warrant."
ARTICLE 10. "To see if the Tov;n shall appoint the Board of
Selectmen, as agents of the Town, as prescribed in RSA 35:15,
to expend the Capital Reserve Fund established for Revaluation
of the Town in the amount of $17,166.71, plus any accrued
interest and to close such account."
ARTICLE 11. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the following amounts for Public Safety Departments:
1990 1991
Police Depa rtment
Fi re Depa rtment
Fi re Trails
Forest Fi res















ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000.00 for use of the Fire Department in the
replacement of equipment."
ARTICLE 13. "To see if the Town shall appoint the Board of
Selectmen, as agents of the Town, to expend the General Fund
Trust established for Forest Fires, in the amount of $724,00
should the need arise during the year to utilize such funds."
ARTICLE 14. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $40,000.00 for Solid Waste Disposal,"
ARTICLE 15. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate












ARTICLE 16. "To see if the Town will vote to withdraw from the
"Edwin W. Ferrin Memorial Trust" the sum of $18,160.00 to be
deposited in the General Fund of the Town to offset Capital
Purchases."
ARTICLE 17. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500,00 to pay for interest on temporary loans during
the year."
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ARTICLE 18. "To see if the Tov/n will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000.00 for the operation and maintenance of the
Water Department."
ARTICLE 19. "To see if the Town will authorize the Trustees of
Trust Funds to establish a Town Trust Fund for the purpose of
General Cemetery Maintenance in the amount of $1,683.00, said
funds representing funds previously appropriated for cemetery
maintenance and currently in the hands of the Trustees and that
the Trustees be further authorized to add to the fund as
cemetery lots are sold."
ARTICLE 20. "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,000.00 to be added to the Town Trust Fund for
General Cemetery Maintenance."
ARTICLE 21. "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to appoint three (3) alternate members of the
Zoning Board of Adjustment in accordance with RSA 673:6, the
initial terms of members first appointed shall be one for three years
one for two years, one for one year and thereafter each alternate
shall be appointed for 3 years."
ARTICLE 22. "To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
Conservation Commission to inventory all Town owned land for
marketable timber with the assistance of a Forester and to
report there fundings to the Board of Selectmen."
ARTICLE 23. "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to incur debts from time to time during the 1991
fiscal year to an aggregate amount not exceeding the 1990 tax
levy, for temporary loans in anticipation of 1991 taxes, and to
issue notes of the Town therefore, and to refund the same, all
as provided in the Municipal Finance Act; the Selectmen to be
authorized to sell such notes."
ARTICLE 24. "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to apply for, receive and expend Federal and State
Grants which may become available during the course of the year,
and also, to accept and expend money from any other governmental
unit or private source to be used for the purposes for which the
Town may legally appropriate money provided;
1. That such grants and other monies do not require the
expenditure of other Town funds;
2. That a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen
prior to the receipt and expenditure of any such grants
and money;
3. That such items shall be exempt from the provisions of
RSA 32 relative to limitation and expenditure of Town
monies, all as provided in RSA 31:95-b."
ARTICLE 25. "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to transfer tax liens and convey property acquired
by the Town of Hill by Tax Collector's Deed during the year 1991
by public auction or advertised sealed bids or in such manner as
determined by the Board of Selectmen as justice may require, in
accordance with RSA 80:42."
Given under our hands and seal this twelfth day of February in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and ninety-one.
A.^^^
Frederick W. Welch .Chairman
William H. Cumming^, II
Marion L. Wilson
Sel ectmen of Hill
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest
Frederick W. Welch, Chairman
William H. Cummings,>n
Marion L . Wilson
Sel ectmen of Hill
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN 1990
1990 has been a year or worry for your elected officials. The
tax rate has again been the root of our problems and has
occupied much of the Selectmen's time during the year. VJhile
the Board has kept its promise of holding the line on the
municipal portion of the property taxes in 1990, we can not
make such a promise for 1991.
A number of important factors contribute to the setting of a
tax rate for the community. A change in any one of these
factors can have a dramatic effect on what each of us pays
for our annual property taxes.
The factors that contribute to our tax rate setting are the
revenues received, the appropriations authorized, the school
and county assessments and the growth in the taxable value
of property within the Town (new construction).
1991 will see a decrease in revenues! coupled with an increase
in appropriations and taxable property. This will result in
an estimated net increase of about $1.00 in the property tax
rate. 1992 already indicates a sharp increase in appropriations,
a continued decrease in revenues and no change in taxable
value. This spells the coming of a potential for a large
tax rate increase. We all must remain on guard for the well
being of the entire community. Increased property taxes will
not help any of our citizens.
The 1991 Town Meeting will consider the replacement of the Cass
Mill Road Bridge. Your Selectmen are deeply concerned that the
bridge be replaced without further bandaid repairs. We have
consulted with the Alexandria Selectmen to consider bridge
replacement. Alexandria has assured us that an article will be
placed in the warrant for their 1991 Town Meeting. We have
also been assured that there is a strong possibility that the
Alexandria Selectmen will recommend against appropriation for
there portion of this cost. We have made our article contingent
upon the passage of an Alexandria appropriation to replace the
bri dge
.
Your Board has again supported the complete rewrite of the Hill
Zoning Ordinance. We believe that the Ordinance should be
rewritten in light of todays changing times. Hill is a small
community and we would like to keep it that way. Your help
in voting yes for the revised Zoning Ordinance will help to
insure fewer changes in our way of life.
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1990 saw heavy damages to our roadways due to flooding during
the year. Our Road Agent, Dean Wheeler, along with assistant.
Dale Wheeler, worked long hours to correct problem areas.
Special thanks goes to these individuals and to Selectmen
William Cummings for obtaining Federal and State funds for road
repairs following this flooding.
A most sincere thank you to our elected and appointed officials
who have served on various Boards, Committees and Commissions
during the year. To our full-time, part-time and volunteer
employees for all your help in making our community a better
place and each of us better individuals.
Respectfully submitted.
Frederick W. Welch, Chairman
William H. Cummings, II
Mari on L . Wi 1 son
Sel ectmen of Hill
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BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
.^0iWllC
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF HILL N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 1991 to December 31 , 1991 or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
Budget Committee: (Please sign in ink)
TTu ( <. Lll% QAc. /? c/^ ,
tn^ijuCTji Km
































1 Town Ollicers' Salary 3,800 3,762 3.600 3.600
2 Town Ofdcers' Expenses 19.000 18.577 15.000 15,000
3 Election and Registration Expenses 625 1,941 800 8 00
4 Cemeteries
5 General Government Buildings 10,000 13,959 10,000 10.000
6 Reappraisal o( Property 1 , SOO 2,552 1,500 1,500
7 Planning and Zoning 1,135 1.518 1,862 1,862
8 Legal Expenses 1,000 5,741 2,500 2,500
9 Advertising and Regional Association
10 Contingency Fund
PUBLIC SAFETY
11 Police Department 20,000 20,07 6 20 ,000 20 ,000
12 Fire Department 20 ,500 22,075 20 ,500 20 ,500
13 Civil Defense 65 I 650 65 1 65 1
14 Building Inspection
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
15 Town Maintenance 64.00 1 87,302 68 ,000 68,00 1
16 General Higtiway Department Expenses 32.068 19,158 3 3,073 3 3,073
17 Street Ligtiting 3.000 2.818 3.000 3,000
SANITATION
18 Solid Waste Disposal 50.000 33.115 40.000 40,000
19 Garbage Removal
HEALTH
20 Health Department 2.668 2.305 2,402 2,402
21 Hospitals and Ambulances 250 25 250 250
22 Animal Control 250 250 2S0
23 Vital Statistics 10 10 10 1
WELFARE
24 General Assistance 4.000 1.058 4.000 4.000
25 Old Age Assistance
26 Aid to ttie Disabled
CULTURE AND RECREATION
27 Library 1.500 1.500 1,500 1.500
28 Parks and Recreation 500 500 1 00 1 00
29 Patriotic Purposes I 50 1 39 1 5 1 50
30 Conservation Commission 250 250
DEBT SERVICE
31 Principal ol Long-Term Bonds & Notes 10.173 9.802 10.173 10.173
32 Interest Expense—Long-Term Bonds & Notes 2,115 2.098 2.115 2.115
33 Interest Expense—Tax Anticipation Notes 500 500 5 00
34 Interest Expense—Otiier Temporary Loans
35 Fiscal Charges on Debt




38 Payments to Capital Reserve Funds: 5,000 5,000
39
40 General Fund Trust (RSA 31:19-a)
MISCELLANEOUS
41 Municipal Water Department 15 .000 15.000 15 .000 1 5 . OOC
42 Municipal Sewer Department
43 Municipal Electric Department
pica! Retirement & Pension Contributions 5,000 6,936 7,500 7 . 5 OC
44 Insurance 20,000 25,34 1 25.000 25 , OOC
45 Unemployment Compensation
46 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 366,696 366,844 36 1 .984 36 1 ,984
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48 National Bank Stock Taxes
49 Yield Taxes 5 .000 I . 000 1.000 1.000
50 Interest and Penalties on Taxes 8,300 10,000 to .000 10 .000
51 Inventory Penalties
52 Land Use Change Tax 1,500 1,200 1,200 1,200
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
53 Shared Revenue-Block Grant 7,357 8,024 8.024 8,024
54 Highway Block Grant 32,068 30,411 33,07 3 33,073
55 Railroad Tax
56 State Aid Water Pollution Projects
PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES:
57 State-Federal Forest Land/Recreation Land/Flood Land 95.626 90.848 90,848 90,848
58 Other (MS-1





61 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 52
.
000 5 2.000 5 2.000 5 2,000
62 Dog Licenses 485 550 550 550
63 Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 300 300 300 300
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
64 Income From Departments 1.500 3.000 3.000 3.000
65 Rent of Town Property 1 30 190 1 90 1 90
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
66 Interests on Deposits 10.000 10.000 10,000 10,000
67 Sale of Town Property I 00 2.950 1 00 1 00
68 OTHER 22,804 18,564 18.520 18.5 20
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
69 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
70 Income from Water and Sewer Departments 15 ,000 15 ,000 15.000 15.000
71 Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 2 1,083 2 1 ,083 54 54
72 Withdrawals from General Fund Trusts 648 648
73 Income from Trust Funds 1.683 1.683
74 Fund Balance 20,000 49,000 20,000 20.000
75 TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 293,96 1 3 14,289 265 .452 265.452
Total Appropriations (line 46)
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 75)




BUDGET OF THE TOV














Fiscal Year Ending DECEMBER 5h 1991
10% Limitation per RSA 32:8
76 Total Amt. recommended by Bud.-Committee (line 46 Column 4)
LESS EXCLUSIONS:
Principal: Long Term Bonds & Notes (line 31)
Interest: Long Term Bonds & Notes (line 32)
Capital Outlays funded from Long Term Bonds & Notes
per RSA 33:8 & 33:7-b (line 36 thru 37)










87 Amount Recommended less Exclusions 349.696.00
10% of Amt. Recommended less Exclusions
Add Amt. Recommended by Bud. Comm. (line 46 column 4)
34,969.60
361,984.00
90 MAXIMUM AMOUNT THAT MAY BE APPROPRIATED BY TOWN MEETING 396,933.60
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r*Xo<iz±Ic & Sande ITson I>irofess±artal Assoc±a.t±€can
193 Mbrth Main Street Coooord, N.H. 03301 (603)225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hill
Hill, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Hill and the combining and individual fund financial statements of the
Town as of and for the year ended December 31, 1989, as listed in the table of
contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Hill at December
31, 1989, and the results of its operations and the changes in financial
position of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in our
opinion, the combining and individual fund financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of each
of the individual funds of the Town at December 31, 1989, and the results of
operations of such funds for the year then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.
CSuA>«xi"-X
June 18, 1990 G^\^i!S-.*X^u^
(^^i.ut<u:*^Lr^
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AUDITOR'S OPINION




In accordance with the laws of the State of New Hampshire (R.S.A. Chapter 41
Section 36), we have audited the books, records, and accounts of Cecile C.
Morrill, Tax Collector of the Town of Hill, Hew Hampshire, for the period
January 1, 1990 through March 16, 1990 and, as a result of our audit, submit
the following exhibits as listed in the accompanying table of contents. Our
audit was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
applicable to cash transactions of this type and, accordingly, included such
tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we
considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the accompanying exhibits present fairly the activity in the
accounts of Cecile C. Morrill, Tax Collector, arising from cash transactions
for the period then ended on a basis consistent with that of the preceding
yeau:.





Stephen D. Flodztk. PA
Robert E. Sanderson, PA
Paul J. Merdei; Jt, CPA
Edward X Perry, CPA
Armand G. MarUncau, CPA
Tamar >L J. Maynard, CPA
James A. Sojka. CPA j^jg jg^ j^ggg
To the Memiera of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Hill
Hill, New Hampshire
Dear Members of the Board:
We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Hill for the year
ended December 31, 1989 and have issued our report thereon dated June 18,
1990. In connection with our audit, we reviewed and tested the Town's systems
of internal accounting control and operating procedures to the extent we
considered necessary to evaluate the systems as required by generally accepted
auditing standards. The purpose of our review of these systems was not to
express an opinion on internal accounting control, and it would not
necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system.
In the following paragraphs, we present our comments and recommendations for
improving specific aspects of the Town's systems and procedures. We also
refer you to the Appendix to this letter which explains the purpose of our
review, its limitations, and the professional standards involved.
GENERAL
Typically, a report of this type places a greater emphasis on findings of a
critical nature. Therefore, to put our comments and recommendations in proper
perspective, it should be noted that the weaknesses observed are not
necessarily the result of poor management. Oftentimes, they are due to
factors outside the control of the Town's personnel, such as organizational
restrictions, budgetary limitations, or inadetjuate software systems. We have
noted many positive aspects of the Town's financial management arid procedures
which are not set forth in this report.
VATER DEPARTXENT FUND
Our audit of the Water Department Fund again revealed several weaknesses in
accounting procedures which are listed below.
Internal Controls
At present, the functions of billing and collection of water rents is handled
by the same individual. This lack of separation of duties is a weakness in
internal accounting controls. We again suggest that management consider the
possibility of having the water rents collected by the Tax Collector in order




LETTER OF COMHElfTS AND RECOKKENOATIONS
DECEMBER 31, 1989
to enhance efficiency in collections and segregate the billing and collecting
functions. In addition, ve recommend that the Water Commissioners approve all
water billings issued during the year.
Suaaary of Water Rents
Again this year there was no summary of water rents prepared during the year,
and consequently no listing of uncollected water rents at year end were
available. As such we were unable to verify the yearly billings or
uncollected water rents at December 31, 1989. Accordingly, any existing
uncollected water rents have not been recorded at year end. Again we strongly
recommend that all water billings during the year be accounted for and
reconciled to report water fund revenues properly.
TREASURER'S ACCOUNTS
During the course of our audit it was determined that the Treasurer did not
reconcile properly either the money market account or the regular checking
account and we found it necessary to return the records to management to
reconcile them properly. Since that time the Treasurer has resigned and a new
one has been appointed. It is our recommendation for the new Treasurer to
reconcile monthly and submit the reconciliation to the Selectmen on a monthly
basis so that it may be compared to the Selectmen's books and any differences
followed up on immediately.
GENERAL FIXED ASSET ACCOUNTING
As is practice with many Hew Hampshire municipalities, the Town has not
maintained a record of its fixed assets, tinder the present system, all fixed
asset acquisitions of the General Fund are listed as expenditures. This is an
accepted practice under fund accounting. However, these fixed assets should
be accounted for in a separate self-balancing group of accounts (the General
Fixed Asset Group of Accounts) . The establishment of fixed asset records will
not only enable the Town to prepare financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles, but will also aid Town management in
the control of these assets and will be an invaluable tool in long-range
planning of fixed asset acquisition and disposition. In addition, should the
Town use Federal and State grants to finance expenditures for fixed assets,
records will be readily available to substantiate such expenditures. As part
of its long-term policies, we recommend that Town management initiate fixed
asset records as soon as is practical.
In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to those persons whose
cooperation and assistance during the course of our audit have helped us to
achieve efficiencies in completing our audit.
After you have reviewed our report, we would be pleased to meet with you to






TOVH OF BILLr NEV EAUPSHIRE
PURPOSE AND LINITATIONS OF REVIEW
The purpose of our study and evaluation was to determine the nature, timing
and extent of the auditing procedures necessary for expressing an opinion on
the Town's financial statements. Our study and evaluation was more limited
than would be necessary to express an opinion on the system of internal
accounting control taken as a whole.
The management of the Town is responsible for establishing and maintaining a
system of internal accounting control. In fulfilling this responsibility,
estimates and judgments by management are required to assess the expected
benefits and related costs of control procedures. The objectives of a system
are to provide management with reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that
assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and
that transactions are executed in accordance with management's authorization
and recorded properly to permit the preparation of financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Because of inherent limitations in any system of internal accounting control,
errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also
projection of any evaluation of the system to future periods is subject to the
risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or
that the degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation made for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph would not necessarily disclose all material weaknesses in the
system. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the system of internal
accounting control of the Town taken as a whole. However, our study and
evaluation disclosed conditions that we believe result in more than a
relatively low risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would be
material in relation to the financial statements of the Town may occur and not
be detected within a timely period.
These conditions are described in the preceding report and were considered in
determining the nature, timing and extent of the audit tests to be applied in
our audit of the 1989 financial statements. This report does not affect our
report on these financial statements dated June 18, 1990.
The preceding report is intended solely for the use of management and should
not be used for any other purpose. This restriction is not intended to limit
distribution of this report which, upon acceptance by the Members of the
Board, is a matter of public record.
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LAND & BUILDINGS COMM.
LAND UNDER CURRENT USE
BUILDINGS W/LAND UNDER CURRENT USE
MOBILE HOMES
LAND & MOBILE HOMES
ELECTRIC UTILITIES




















NET TAXABLE VALUE 16254995
ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS AT $10000
ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS AT $15000












NOTE: BUILDING VALUATION IN FLOOD CONTROL FIGURE HILL
DEPRECIATE $15788.00 YEARLY UNTIL 1995.
WAR SERVICE CREDITS 124 5200
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1, W/S ROUTE 3A
& V-101, FERRIN STREET
2, W/S ROUTE 3A
LAND
4, CRESENT STREET
THROUGH V-95, NEW CHESTER ROAD
STATION, LAND AND BUILDINGS
, S/S CLOUGH ROAD
KING ROAD, 75 ACRES
TATION, LAND AND BUILDING
TIOGA ROAD, 5.5 ACRES
, KING ROAD, 30 ACRES
, KING ROAD, 30 ACRES
1, RANGE ROAD, 35 ACRES BACKLAND































NOTE- ALL LAND AND BUILDINGS AT EQUALIZED VALAUATION
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$ 7,974 $ 1,429 $9,403
8,381 914 9,295
5,735 376 6,111
TOTALS $ 22,090 $ 2,719 $24,809
Authorized debt limit of the Town is $875,383.00 as of 12/31/90
NOTE - THE DEBT AUTHORIZED UNDER ARTICLE 15 OF THE 1988 ANNUAL
TOWN MEETING TO PAINT THE WATER TANK WAS ISSUED IN













































































of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
xpense- Long-Term Bonds & Notes














































PICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions
I n surance
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS




























































and Penalties on Taxes
Change Tax
ENTAL REVENUES - STATE
evenue Block Grant
Block Grant
























TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS




TOTAL of TOWN, SCHOOL AND COUNTY
Deduct Business Profits Tax Reimb
Add War Service Credits
Add Overlay


































Tax Rate as Set by the State of New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration








NOTICE TO CURRENT USE APPLICANTS
AND PROPERTY OWNERS
New applicants for Current Use Taxation mustfully complete a
Current Use application form with a map showing the land to be
considered for Current Use Taxation. All applications and maps
must be filed with the Board of Selectmen by April 15, 1991.
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CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS - 1990
LOADER
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 1598.68
Interest, 1990 131.76
From Ferrin Fund 1000.00
Balance, DEc. 31, 1990 2730.44
REPLACEMENT, '83 Highway Truck
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 10740.56
Interest, 1990 344.47
From Ferrin Fund 2000.00
13085.03
Paid to Selectmen 13085.03
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 00.00
REPLACEMENT, '84 Dodge
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 7341.77
Interest, 1990 177.19
From Ferrin Fund 1000.00
8518.96
Paid to Selectmen 8518.96
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 00.00
POLICE CRUISER
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 8639.02
Interest, 1990 571.47
From Ferrin Fund 1000.00
Balance, DEc. 31, 1990 10210.49
REVALUATION OF TOWN
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 14719.86
Interest, 1990 892.71
From Ferrin Fund 1500.00
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 17112.57
TOWN HALL IMPROVEMENTS
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 54.14
No interest
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 54.14
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 7797.14
Interest 736.27
From School District 1000.00
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 9533.41
GENERAL FUND TRUST FUNDS
FOREST FIRES
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 685.42
Interest 38.67
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 724.09
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GENERAL FUNDTRUST FUNDS
EDWIN W. FERRIN MEMORIAL TRUST
Principal, Dec. 31, 1989 $209,332.77
Prior Period Adjustment (Note 1) 30,731.61
1989 Income Added to Principal 9,101.53
1990 Capital Gains Reinvested (Note 2) 478.41
Total Principal, Dec. 31, 1990 $249,644.32
Income Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 27,305.53
Expended, per vote of town (18,204.00)











Total Principal S. Income 276,885.71
Note 1 : A prior period adjustment has been made to the principal
balance, because capital gains that were actually reinvested in the
mutual funds were not recorded as additional principal throughout
the prior years. An adjustment of $30,731.61 vras necessary to
reflect these capital gains.
Note 2 Capital gains reinvested:
EAton Vance Investors Fund:
Total distribution: $478.41
Price per share $6.79 and $6.88
Shares received 70.323
MARKET VALUE (Dec . 31 , 1990 ) AND ORIGINAL COST OF INVESTMENTS
STOCKS: COST
300 sh. Carolina P. & Lt. $7,203.68
754 sh. Chase Manhattan 2,606.20
600 sh. Kansas City P. & Lt
.
10,889.81
363 sh. PacifiCorp 6,047.86
600 sh. Potomac Elec. 4,959.13









2339.864 sh. Eaton Vance
Inv. Fund 16,755.68
3291.417 sh. Fidelity Puritan 31,464.85










The Hill Planning Board continued to meet on the third thursday of each month at
7:30 p.m. in the town hall. During the year the Board approved six subdivisions
and four driveway permits. In addition a hearing was held to review the use of a
section of class 6 road as a driveway. Five informal pre-appli cation discussions
were conducted concerning potential subdivisions. A Capital Improvments Plan for
the Town was reviewed and approved and one special ecception was reviewed. A pro-
posed new Zonning Ordinance was presented at two public hearings in January and
February but defeated at Town Meeting. This proposed ordinance was reviewed and
revised and presented at two public hearings in November and December for inclu-




FINANCIAL REPORT - 1990
Balance, Jan. 1, 1990 $4550.64
This balance has been divided into two parts, the first
being money from lots with perpetual care, the second being
the Town's share of the funds
******************
FUNDS FROM LOTS WITH PERPETUAL CARE
Balance, Jan. 1, 1990 2705.17
Added in 1990
Interest on CD 135.25
" from Trustees of Tr
.
Funds 37.27 172.52
Balance, Jan. 1, 1991 2877.69
TOWN SHARE
Balance, Jan. 1, 1990 1845.47
Added in 1990
Interest, Money Mkt . Acct . 114 .48
Interest from CD 64.45
From Natalie Potts,
Sawyer cemetery 50.00









ance, Jan. 1, 1991 1683,.24
-29-
CEMETERY FUNDS - 1990
Following a directive from the State Department of Revenue
Administration, the Trustees of the Trust Funds have turned over to the
Pleasant Hill Cemetery Association the funds for perpetual care of lots
in Pleasant Hill, unless the money was left specifically to the Town.
AS nearly as we can determine, there are eight lots and the money left
by Ellon Little for the general care of Pleasant Hill, to which this
condition applies. The figures below reflect this change.
Total Principal and Interest (all cemeteries) Dec. 31,1989 $45,190.90
Returned to Pleasant Hill 38,786.08 *
6,404.82
This figure includes the 8 lots noted above, which at the end of
1989 had a combined principal and interest balance of $1288.25.
During 1990 interest added was $101.34; expended, $72.03, leaving
a combined principal and interest balance of $1317.55
ELLON S. LITTLE FUND
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 2,468.27
Interest added 215.38
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 2,683.65
OTHER CEMETERIES
Balance, Dec. 31, 1989 3,936.55
Interest added 219 . 36
4,155.91
Expended $74.15
Balance, Dec. 31, 1990 4,081.76
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HILL PUBLIC LIBRARY
FINANCIAL REPORT - 1990
Balance, NOW account, Dec. 31, 1989
Added, 1990:
Town Appropriation $1500.00



















Balance, NOW Account, Dec. 31, 1990
Certificates of Deposit:
611389 (Lane Fund) $1,000.
Interest Bal . Dec. 31, 1989 328.27
Earned, 1990 115.60
Int. Bal. Dec. 31, 1990 443.87
610859 (Addison Fund) $1,000.
Int. Bal. Dec. 31, 1989
Earned, 1990










1990 was a very syccessful year for the Library. VJE again used
the services of the State Library for videos, large print books, inter-
library loan service, and free catalog cards for many of our non-
fiction books.
During the summer we had a Teddy Bear story hour. We also gave
the kindergarten class reading achievement certificates for the ex-
cellent care of the books they borrowed and their good library manners.
The certificates vjere handed out by Elaine Seibel at their graduation
in May.
Kevin and Carole Barbour gave their time to repaint and rearrange
the Library. New colors were chosen and a more efficient arrangement
of shelves and equipment was made. Please come and visit us so
you too can appreciate the wonderful job they have done. Avril Cornel
has again added many current books to the ones we have purchased.
We also started a Friends of the Library group, which had a very
successful bake sale for us.
Respectfully submitted,
Karen Wallace, Librarian
Mrs. Carole Barbour, Mrs. Joan Jones, Mrs. Caroline Robie, Trustees
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1990
- DR
1990 Prior
Uncollected Taxes - January 1, 1990:
Property
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Taxes committed to Collector;
Property
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Refunds o-f Property Tax
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes:















Remitted to Treasurer During Years
Property Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Interest on Property Taxes


















Uncollected Taxes End o-f Year;
Property Taxes








SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS




tai'.BB 1/1/90 25208.30 1216.07
Ta>!e5 to Lien 28887.75
Sutasequent Taxes 18891.44
Interest Collected 1364.99 2682.36 340.97
Redempt i on Cost 909 . 50 316. 50 28 . 00
Total Debits 50053.68 28207.16 1585.04
CR
Remittance to Treasurer:
Redempt i ons 25563 .17 1 7029 .13 1114. 73
Interest and Costs 2274.49 2998.86 368.97
Abatements 598.54 101.34
Unredeemed Lien Taxes 9855.57 5265.81
Unredeemed Subsequent 12360.45 2314.82
Total Credits 50053.68 28207,16 1585.04
Cecil e J. Budro
Tax Collector
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UNREDEEMED TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1990
190a SUBSEQUENT
WAILACE, HARJORIE














































































1 082 . 2
1
425.87











TOWN CLERK ' S REPORT
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1.990
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS
•~ DR
1 '52 MDt or Ve 1 1 i. c I e Pe f " in i t s
1 27 PBr m i t. F" eeb
5 Pe r" m i t E >; emp t








Rem i 1 1 an c G5 to T r" ea 5 i..ir e r
DOG LICENSES
DR





Total 641 „ 00
- CR
Rem i 1. 1 an c eb t c^ T i-" ea b i..ir e i-- 641., 00
Ceci 1 e J „ Bud re
Town Clerl-::
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS




87 Tax Sale Redeemed 1,114.73
87 TSR Interest 446.09
88 Property Tax Interest 464. 87
88 Tax Sale Redeemed 15,014.34
88 TSR Interest 2,112.87
88 Yield Tax 10. 00
89 Prepaid Taxes 22. 02
89 Property Tax 168, 202. 30
89 Property Tax Interest 11,644.59
89 Tax Sale Redeemed 16,350.84
89 TSR Interest 864.85
89 Yield Tax 962. 63
90 Prepaid Taxes 3, 462. 17
90 Property Tax 529, 859. 15
90 Property Tax Interest 1,312.02
90 Yield Tax 3,522.19
Accident Reports 64. 00
Adjustment Voided Check 51.50
Application/Recording Fee 340. 50
Cable TV Annual Pmt. 624.00
Capital Reserve Funds 21,603.99
Cemetery PICA 52.78
Checking Acct. Interest 899.91
Dept of Revenue 1,771.45
District Court Fines 379.90
Dog Licence Fines 84.00
Dog License Fees 556. 00
Driveway Permits 70. 00
E.W. Ferrin Mem. Trust 18,204.00
Election Filing Fee 3.00
Fed. Flood Control 90,374.47
Forest Fire Reimb. 101.12
FSB Acct. 76877 66.92
Highway Block Grant 47,940.77
Insurance Dividend 284. 69
IRS Refund 58. 36
Land Use Application Fee 28. 00
Land Use Change Tax 1,978.65
Metal Recycling 23. 07
Misc. Revenue 1,821.80
Money Market Interest 10,785.14
Motor Vehicle Permits 51,702.00
Motor Vehicles Fees 1,027.00
Pistol Permits Fees 72.00
RCFP Grant 865. 00
Reimb. Flood Damage 32,397.00
Reimb. Health Insurance 130.00
Reimb. Bad Check Fee 90.00
Reimb. Fire Training 41.59
Reimb. Library PICA 82.16
-36-
TREASURER
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
1/ 1/90 Through 12/31/90
Category Description 1990
Reimb.of Supplies 164.25
Reimb. St/Fed Forest Land 473.71
Rent of Town Property 135. 00
Replacement NSF Check 50. 00
Sale of Copies Laws Etc. 15. 00
Sale of Town Property 2, 432. 50
Shared Revenue Blk. Grant 7, 236. 98
TOTAL INCOME 1,050,447.87
EXPENSES
Adjustments to Correct 11.27
Bank Deposit Slips 14.35
NSF Check Fee 35.00
NSF Check Returned 2,051.87











































































Relnb. Storm Damage 5,889.00





















Dartmouth Bank Loan Pmt. 1,768.87
BALANCE 12/31/90 2,131.64
TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE 12/31/90 3,445.70
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The Citizens of Hill
The Hill Police Department has received a total of 1158 calls
for service for the year 1990. That is a increase of 193 calls or
approximately 17%.
We have had a increase in violent crimes that cause us a great
deal of concern. The Armed Robbery at the Village Store resulted
in the arrest of two (2) area men. They are still awaiting trial.
We have had several cases of child abuse to include physical abuse
and sexual abuse. These cases take a great deal of time for the
investigation and court time.
The Police Department has received the following complaints
for 1990.
ARMED ROBBERY 1
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENTS 10
VICIOUS DOGS 3
HABITUAL OFFENDER 1








SECOND DEGREE ASSAULT 1
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT 7
The Police Department issued the following summons and made
the following arrests:
SPEED 26
FAILURE TO LICENSE DOGS 5
UNREGISTERED VEHICLE 3
SOLID LINE VIOLATION 1
UNINSPECTED MOTOR VEHICLE 1
STOP SIGN VIOLATION 1
UNSAFE TIRES 1
OPERATING AFTER SUSPENSION 1
OPERATING AFTER BEING DEEMED A HABITUAL
OFFENDER 1
ARMED ROBBERY 2
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED 1
MINOR IN POSSESSION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE 3
CONSPIRACY TO SELL A CONTROLLED DRUG 1
FELON IN POSSESSION OF FIREARMS 1
ISSUING BAD CHECKS 1
BENCH WARRANTS 3
OHRV VIOLATIONS 1
I would like to thank the select persons for their assistance
in 1990.





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT of RESOURCES and ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION OF FORESTS AND LANDS
172 Pembroke Road RO. Box 856 Concord, New Hampshire 0;«()1
John E. Sargent, Director
December 18, 1990 003-271-2214
FAX: Gn:?-2Tl-2(;2fl
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDBN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
During Calendar Year 1990, the State of New Hampshire experienced an average number
of wildfires. The three leading causes of these wildfires were fires kindled
vlthout a fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden, permit fires that escaped control
and rekindled fires. All of these fires are preventable, but ONLY with your help.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with forest fire prevention.
New Hampshire State Law (RSA 22As27 ZI) requires that, "No person, firm or
corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or burn or cause to be
burned any material In the open, except when the ground is covered with snow,
without first obtaining a written fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden of the
town where the burning is to be done .
'
Violations of RSA 224 t27 II and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire
are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or a year in Jail and you
are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
The State of New Hampshire, Division of Forests and Lands assisted many towns in
wlldland fire suppression during 1990, including a 262 acre fire in Moultonboro and
several fires in Hooksett.
In 1990, the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands trained 844 local Wardens
and Deputy Wardens in the Incident Command System (ICS), an incident management
system for all types of emergencies. In 1991, Wardens will be trained in the use
of Class A foam in wildfire suppression.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws, please contact
your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest Ranger, or the Division of Forests and
Lands at 271-2217.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1990
STATE DISTRICT TOWN
Number of Fires 489 32














TTY/TDD 1-800-992-3312 or 225-4033
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BIRTHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF HILL, NH
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1990
CHILD'S NAME
DATE & PLACE
SEX NAME OF FATHER
MAIDEN NAME OF MOTHER
Megan Elizabeth Medelroa
3/14/90 Franklin, NH














































I hereby certify that the above return la correct according to the




DEATHS REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF HILL, NH
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1990
DECEASED
DATE & PLACE
FATHER MAIDEN NAME OF MOTHER
John Duga
1/1/90 Concord, NH


























Samuel Ridner Holly (Unknown)
Richard Alfred Miner »
10/29/90 Weatfield, MA
Richard A. Miner Clara Fletcher
» Brought to Town for burial
.
I hereby certify that the above return is correct according to the




MARRIAGES REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF HILL, NH











































I hereby certify that the above return is correct according to the









FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1990
ANNUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1991
7:00 P.M.
HILL TOWN HALL
HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT REPORT
INDEX
Staff Directory i
Table of Registration and Enrollment 11
Election Warrant - 1991 Hi
Meeting Warrant - 1991 iv
Meeting Minutes - 1990 v
Report of Hill School Board and Superintendent vi
Principal's Report vii
SAU #18 Administrators' Salaries viii
Report of Auditors - 1989-90 ix
Proposed District Budget - 1991-92 x
POLICY ON NON DISCRIMINATION
It is the policy of the School Administrative Unit Eighteen
School Board, the Franklin Board of Education, and the Hill
School Board not to discriminate in their educational
programs, activities, or employment practices on the basis of
race, language, sex, age, or handicapping conditions, under
the provisions of Title VI and IX of the 1972 Educational
Amendments, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,
and the Education of Handicapped Children's Act of 1976.
HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT
1990-91
Thomas E. Whitman ' 90
SCHOOL BOARD










Foklon LaflonatlSr Superintendent of Schools
John M. Lawler, Business Administrator
Dr. Jane C. Canning, Director of Special Services
David R. Hurley, Teaching Principal
INSTRUCTIONAL AND SUPPORT STAFF
Georgette Hucklns Grades 1 & 2
Sally Kenlson Grades 2 & 3
Mark Marasca Grades 4 & 5
David Hurley Grade 6
Virginia Brodbeck Guidance Counselor/Aide/Tutor
Denlse Valient '90, Patricia Trader '91 Music
Patricia Simpson Chapter I Reading Tutor
Cheryl Baines Nurse
Merryl Goldman Instructional Aide /Tutor
Barbara Weese Secretarial Aide
Brenda Cummlngs Lunch Program Cook
Lisa Ethler Lunch Program Cook
Clarence Rodler .Custodian
TABLE OF REGISTRATION AND AITENDANCE
For Year Endlncy June 30, 1990














SCHOOL ENROLLMENT A3 OF FEBRUARY 1. 1991
SCHOOLS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TOTAL
Jennie D. Blake 15 15 20 8 13 19 90
Franklin Middle 9 10 19
Newfound Reg.Mlddle 3 2 5
Franklin High 13 8 12 4 37
15 15 20 8 13 19 12 12 13 8 12 4 151
NOTE: Two (2) students are currently in attendance at SAU #18 special
education programs.
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HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT ELECTION WARRANT
1991
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hill
qualified to vote in District Affairs.
you ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE HILL TOWN HALL IN SAID
DISTRICT ON THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH 1991, AT 10:00 A.M. IN
THE FORENOON.
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the coming year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the coming year.
4. To choose a Member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
5. To choose a Member of the School Board for the
ensuing one year.
Voting will be by official ballot and checklist. The polls will
remain open from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Absentee voting will be allowed at this election.
The foregoing procedure calling for election of district officers
at the Annual Town Meeting is authorized by statue (RSA 671:22)
and was adopted by the Hill School District at its 1974 Annual
Meeting. The regular business meeting of the District will be
held on March 20, 1991.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL AT HILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE ON THIS
THIRTEENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1991.
;^.
.cl^^n^/-,^




HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1991
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the
qualified to vote in District Affairs:
Town of Hill
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE HILL TOWN HALL IN SAID
DISTRICT ON THE TWENTIETH OF MARCH, 1991, AT 7:00 P.M. IN THE
EVENING TO ACT ON THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES:
ARTICLE #1 To hear reports of Officers, Committees, Auditors,
Agents, or others chosen to pass any vote relating
thereto.
ARTICLE #2 To choose Agents and Committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant.
ARTICLE #3 To determine the salaries of the School Board
and other officers or agents of the District.
ARTICLE #4 To see if the District will vote to authorize
the School Board to contract with a qualified
independent auditing firm from outside the
District for the fiscal year financial audit
in accordance with RSA 671:5.
ARTICLE #5 To see if the District will vote to authorize
the School Board to make application for and
accept, during the 1991-92 school year, on
behalf of the School District, all funds which
become available from any source, and to use
and expend the same in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 198:20-b (supp).
ARTICLE #6 To see if the District will vote to authorize
the School Board to transfer up to one thousand
dollars ($1,000.00) to the Capital Reserve Fund
for School Construction from any unexpended
funds from the 1990-91 appropriation at the end
of the fiscal year.
ARTICLE #7 To see what sum of money the District will raise
and appropriate for the support of the schools,
for the salaries of the School District officials
and agents, for capital construction, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District.
HILL SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT -1991
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
PAGE 2
ARTICLE #8 We the residents of the Hill School District find
the State of New Hampshire to be negligent in the
funding of Public Education, thus creating an
undue burden on the local property tax payers. We
demand that the State of New Hampshire Legislature
begin in earnest to study methods for
substantially increasing State aid to education.
ARTICLE #9 To transact any other business that my legally
come before the meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL AT HILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE ON THIS
NINETEENTH DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1991.
,?^^.i^A^g^:^at<!^<'- School Board





Annual School District Meeting
Town of Hill, New Hampshire
March iil. IS^W
The Annual School District Meeting was called to order at 7:80 p. rn. on
Wednesday, March 21, 193© at the Hill Town Hall by Moderator William
Cumraings. Reverend Quirnby offered a prayer oefore proceedings began.
Article #i: A (notion was made by Thomas Whitman and seconded by Kevin
Barbour that the reports of Officers, Committees, Auditors, Hpents, or
others chosen and to pass any vote relating tnere to be accented as printed.
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Article #.2: A motion was made by Kevin Barbour and seconded oy Sharon
Wildermann that the Moderator be designateo to appoint any Agents and
Committees in relation to sny subject embraced in this warrant-
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Article #3: A motion was made by Sharon Wildermann and seconded oy Thowas
Whitman that the salaries of the Eichool board and other officers or agents
of the District be as follows;
Truant Officer: * 15.0©
School Board Chairman: *30(9. 00
School Board Members: »£A0. 00 (each)
Moderator: * 15. W0
School Clerk: « 15.00
School Treasurer: *300. 00
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Article #4; A motion was made by Thomas Whitman and seconded by Kevin Barbour
that the District will vote to authorize the School Board to contract with
a qualified independent auditing firm from outside the District for the
fiscal year financial audit in accordance with RSA 671 :t5.
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Article #5: A motion was maoe by Kevin Barbour and seconded by Sharon
Wildermann that the District will vote to authorize the School Board to
make application for and accept, during the 1990-91 school year, on behalf
of the School District, all funds whicn become available from any source,
and to use and expend the same in accordance with the provisions of HSA
19a:20-b (supp).
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Article #6: A motion was made by Sharon Uildermann and seconded by Thomas
Whitman that the District vote to authorize the School Board to transfer up
to one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to the Capital Reserve Fund for School
Construction from any uneNpended funds from the i3&3-'3k} appropriation at
the end of the fiscal year.
Fran Sanderson asked how much money was in the capital reserve fund, how
these funds are used and are there any funds being put aside for an
addition to the school. Kevin Barbour responded 7,797.14 to the amount of
money in the capital reserve fund. Thomas Uhitman responded that the monev
is used for plans and surveys and that there are no buildino funds being
set aside at this time.
Vote; Affirmative (voice vote)
Article #7: A motion was made by Thomas Whitman and seconded by Kevin
Barbour that the District raise and appropriate the sum of i654,643.00 for
the support of the schools, for the salaries of the School District officials
and agents, for capital construction, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District.
Thomas Whitman explained that the budget amount was reduced because of the
enrollment numbers changing in the tuition account. Included in this new
budget amount is an additional $£,000 for legal fees and $£,000 for special
education services thus resulting in a S4,A£0. 00 total reduction in the
proposed budget. Thomas Whitman explained the process to reach this year's
budget amount noting that many items were level funded. The Board's major
concern was teacher's salaries giving examples of other school district's
salaries in surrounding areas.
Bill Murray made a notion to increase the budget to the original amount of
$653,013.00 to use towards teacher's salaries. Michelle Wolfson seconded.
Discussion followed concerning the use of the proposed increased funds,
classroom sizes and grade combinations, tne math cirricuium cuts, and CAT
test results as compared to other Districts.
Vote on amended article to increase the oudget to the original
amount of $659,013.00 as proposed to use towards teacher's salaries:
Affirmative (voice vote).
George Wilson moved to raise and appropriate the sum of $659,013.00 for the
support of the schools, for the salaries of the School District officials
and agents, for capital construction, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District.
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Article #8; A motion was made by Kevin Barbour and seconded by Sharon
Wildermann that the residents of the Hill School District find the State of
New Hampshire to be negligent in the funding of Public Education, thus
creating an undue burden on the local property taxpayers. We demand that
the State of New Hampshire Legislature begin in earnest to study methods
for substantially increasing State aid to education.
Thomas Whitman explained that School Boards, statewide, have included this
item as a warrant article to inform legislatures in Concord to research
other areas of funding for public education and not to burden the property
taxpayers.
Linda Denninghan made a motion to amend Rrticle #6 and John Lynch seconded to
read as follows:
We, the residents of Hill School District, find the State of New
Hampshire unreasonable in mandating expensive programs for public
education, and we request that they drop and cease mandates that
result in creating undue tax burdens on the local taxpayers. We
request that the State of New Hampshire Legislature begin in earnest
to study methods to decrease costly mandates.
After discussion, it was decided that this amendment was a good idea but
should not replace Wrticle #8 as written. Paul Pillion asked the Moderator
to Rule in placing this proposal amendment under Article *9.
Linda Denningham withdrew her notion and John Lynch withdrew his second.
Article #8 remained as originally presented.
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Article *9: A motion was made by Sharon Wildermann seconded by Thomas
Whitman to transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting.
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Linda Denningham made a motion and John Lynch seconded as follows; We, the
residents of Hill School District, find the State of New Hampshire
unreasonable in mandating expensive programs for public education. and we
request that they drop and cease mandates that result in creating undue tax
burdens on the local taxpayers. We request that the State of New Hamoshire
Legislature begin in earnest to study methods to decrease costly mandates.
Discussion centered around the State providing money for mandates set by the
State taking the burden off the towns.
Mr. Earle made a motion to cnange the amendment by adding the phrase
"without state funding" to the end of the first sentence. Seconded by 'aerry
Desrochers.
Vote on amended article to add the phrase "without state runding"
to the end of the first sentence. The amendmenc carried.
The Moderator read the amended article as follows: We, the residents of
Hill School District, find the Sate of New Hampshire unreasonable in
mandating expensive programs for public education, and we request that they
drop and cease mandates that result in creating undue tax burdens on the
local taxpayers without State funding. We request that the State of New
Hampshire Legislature begin in earnest to study methods to decrease costly
mandates.
Vote: Affirmative (voice vote)
Thomas Whitman read a report from the Hill School Board that was presented
to the Franklin School Board expressing concerns over the proposed budoet
cuts and how this would effect the quality of education as agreed to in
the A. R.E.fl. agreement between Franklin and Hill for students grades 7-12.
He explained that an A. R.E.P. Committee Meeting has been scheduled for
March 27, 1990 at the Franklin Middle School and encouraged Hill residents
to attend. This meeting will be chaired by the State Commissioner.
Mr. Whitman also reviewed what the Hill School Board has done since learning
of the impending cuts in the Franklin school programs and what actions were
taken by the Board to protect the quality of education for the Hill
students attending Franklin school ana to protect the Hill taxpayers.
After some discussion, Gerry Desrocher made a motion to give the School
Board a sense of the meeting and Mr. Earle seconded as follows;
The Hill School District demands an aoproved and accredited
Middle School and High School for their children attending
the Franklin Schools. Anything less than tnat will be interpreted
as a violation of the A. R. E. i4. agreement.
Affirmative (voice vote)
A motion was made by Thomas Whitman seconded by Kevin Barbour to adjourn the




REPORT OF THE HILL SCHOOL BOARD AND THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
The 1990-91 school year has been a very busy one for your school board
and school administrators. Following the school district meeting last
year, the Hill School Board together with the Franklin Board of
Education met with the Commissioner of Education to discuss Hill's
concerns about the quality of education in Franklin if the Franklin
Board is forced to implement the large budget cuts that were proposed.
In April 1990, the Hill School Board met with the Newfound Regional
School Board to explore the possibility of tuitioning Hill's middle and
high school pupils to the Newfound Regional School District schools if
the Franklin middle and high schools lost their state approved status
and regional accreditation. It was learned that Newfound Regional
School District could accommodate Hill's students as long as there was
available space. It was learned also that at some point in the future.
Hill would have to make other arrangements when the available space was
needed to serve the pupils of the Newfound School District.
The Hill School Board continued to monitor the effects of the school
budget cuts in Franklin as promised at the school district meeting.
Prior to the opening of the school year in September, the Franklin Board
of Education was able to restore the staff and programs that were cut at
the Franklin Middle School and Franklin High School. By its action, the
Franklin Board of Education was able to maintain the State approved
status and the regional accreditation of both schools. Since Franklin
did not violate its AREA Agreement with Hill, the Hill School Board did
not have to take any action as suggested by the Hill School District
Meeting.
Hill and Franklin did agree to form an AREIA Subcommittee to work on the
existing AREA Agreement to amend the formula for determining tuition
rates for 1991-92 and future years. The Committee is also considering
the concerns that both Hill and Franklin have regarding the future of
the Agreement between the two school districts. The Hill School Board
will keep you informed as to the outcome of these meetings.
This year, the Fall standardized testing that was required by the State
was not done. The State decided to cut back and require only Spring
testing in 1991 while it decides on another statewide student testing
program. You will receive in the next school district report the
results of the April testing that will be done. The staff will continue
its regular classroom testing of pupil progress during the school year
even though the State's standardized testing has been reduced.
Your School Board and staff have been very busy also with many different
projects and committees. The following will provide you with a brief
summary.
1. The Jennie Blake School had to have its roof replaced due to
faulty roof shingles. ITie whole roof including the old section
facing the Town Hall was stripped and replaced at a cost of
$8864.86. The shingle manufacturer reimbursed the district
$6865.00 for replacement of the damaged section of the roof. The
amount of $4136.00 was received for damages done to the inside
from the district's insurance company. This was a fair settlement
since the roof was already over five years old and the damage to
the interior could be repaired within the total of money that was
available.
vl
2. The Board formed a transportation committee to see If any changes
could be made In the current bus schedule. The committee was made
up of two school board members, one selectman, one budget
committee member, and one person from each of the following areas:
Route 3A, Murray Hill, and the Village. The only change that
could be made was to go directly to the trailer park and then to
the Jennie Blake School. The only gain that could be realized was
an additional five minutes. The Board will continue to search for
alternatives to reduce the time Hill students have to ride the bus
to and from Franklin.
3. The Board arranged to have the Town Hall painted this year. The
cafeteria and adjoining hallways are being painted currently.
4. The Jennie Blake School has come a long way this past year with
interior and exterior painting, replacement of furniture and other
items of need. The heating system was zoned to give us a more
fuel efficient system. Our classroom materials are adequate and
will meet the needs of our staff considering the present economic
situation.
This year the school budget is a good budget. The Board is very
pleased with this and hopes you will agree. Some brief highlights are
that 3% increases have been budgeted for our staff. We have studied
area salary agreements and feel this will keep Hill in line with the
area. Our enrollment for the 1990-91 school year continues to grow
here in Hill and is currently at 91 pupils. In order to keep up with
this growth, the Board has budgeted an increase in teacher aide time.
The regular aide time will be increased by four hours and the special
education aide's time by two hours. This was
the most cost effective way to meet Hill's growing needs. The general
accounts have been increased to keep up with the rising costs. As you
remember, last year the Board either decreased or level funded most of
these accounts. The major increases in this budget are due to
increases in tuition costs and retirement system changes.
Again this year, the Board is very confident in this budget. Every
effort has been made to have the budget provide the best education
possible for our students at a cost we could afford.
Sharon Wildermann was unable to complete her term on the Hill School
Board. She resigned in November. ITie School Board, the administra-
tors and staff wish to thank her for her many contributions to the
school system during the time she served. The Board appointed someone
to fill the vacancy; however, the person that was appointed declined
to serve. No one has filed for this seat on the Board.
The Hill School Board wishes to express its thanks and appreciation
and that of the Hill School District, the staff and the children of
the Jennie D. Blake School to Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Twitchell for their
generous donation of fifteen hundred dollars. In accordance with
their wishes, this donation has been used for the education purpose of
providing a computer system for the Jennie D. Blake School. A plaque
with their names has been attached to the computer to acknowledge
their gracious donation.
In conclusion, we want to thank for your support and hope that you
will continue this support. We also want to urge you to attend the







JENNIE D. BLAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CRESCENT STREET
HILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03243
REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
The 1990-91 school year opened this September with 87 eager students
in attendance. At this writing, we have 91 students and are growing.
The facility was in fine shape despite a late summer roof problem
which created a minor disaster. With the extra help of Clarence (our
custodian) and others, we were able to open on schedule.
Our staff this year is as follows:
David Hurley Grade 6 - Principal
Georgette Huckins Grades 1 & 2
Sally Kenison Grades 2 & 3
Mark Marasca Grades 4 & 5
Barbara Weese Secretary & Aide
Pat Simpson Chapter I Tutor
Merryl Goldman Aide
Pat Trader Music





Due to the budgetary constraints of the time, we did not purchase or
update any of our major academic areas as has been customary in the
past. Despite this, a solid, well balanced education is being
provided presently to the students of the Jennie D. Blake School.
With all of the classroom teachers returning, continuity of programs
and services was uninterrupted. Also, many of our students have done
very well in regional science fairs and other academic competitions.
In the area of State Minimum Standards, we are still deficient in the
areas which require the following part-time personnel: art, physical
education, reading and library. We will be working toward meeting
these standards in future years.
Extra currlcular activities continue to play a very important role at
the Jennie D. Blake School. Basketball, under the guidance of Mr.
Marasca, has been extremely popular. There are Just a few more games
to play this season. Cheerleading, coached by Mrs. Ethier, has also
been very successful. We are in our fourth season of cross-country
skiing which is under the auspices of the Gunstock Ski Area.
Hopefully, Mother Nature will cooperate during the remainder of the
season.
The staff and students of the Jennie D. Blake School once again thank
the taxpayers of Hill for their continued support of the education of
your children. During these trying economic times it can be
difficult, but we feel that a good education for our children is





SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT EIGHTEEN SALARIES
Salary for Superintendent ;
July 1, 1990 through June 30, 1991 $58,700.00




Salary for Business Administrator ;
July 1, 1990 through June 30, 1991 $44,100.00




Salary for Director of Special Services;
July 1, 1990 through June 30, 1991 $40,810.00





PXo<lz±3c & Sa.nder-son I*iro£ess±orxal Assc>c±a.t:±an
193 North Main Street Copoord. N.H. 03301 (603)225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Hill School District
Hill, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
Hill School District and the individual fund financial statements of the
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1990, as listed in the
table of contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph,
the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Hill School District at
June 30, 1990, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in our
opinion, the individual fund financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of each of the
individual funds of the School District at June 30, 1990, and the results of
operations of such funds for the year then ended, in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles.





















1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 DOLLAR
EXPENDITURES BUDGET PROPOSED CHANGE
97841.79 107366.20 109706.22 2340 . 02
10371.30 8928.00 13793.76 4865.76
1 854 . 00 1350.00 1350.00 . O'D
9321.59 11016.00 11770.56 754.56
1321.40 2000.40 1977. 13 -23.27
132.00 115.00 115.00 0.00
674.80 679.35 561.83 -117.52
1099.06 1197.05 4440.36 3243.31
33.84 33.84 33.84 . OC)
9281.27 8786.20 955 1 . 03 764.83
155.51 291. 13 210.00 -81. 13
5.00 50 . 00 50.00 . 00
267770. 85 276496.00 300698.00 24202.00
399862.41 418309. 17 454257,73 35'-)4B. 56










































































































2213 INSTRUCT. STAFF TRAINING
TUITION
TRAVEL
1939-90 1990-91 1991-92 DOLLAR
EXPENDITURES BUDGET PROPOSED CHANGE
3419.47 3657. £5 3840.53 182.00
5376.53 5728.80 8849.88 3121. 08
22.04 . 00 0. 00 0. 00
0.00 658.38 691.30 32.92
21552.74 35960.00 24290. 00 -11670.00
0.00 200.00 200.00 0. 00
30370.78 46204.83 37871.71 -8333. 12
250.00 400.00 400.00 . 00
200.00 200.00 200.00 . 00
0. 00 1 5 . 00 15. 00
3307.,59 3927. 00 4233. 30 306
.
30





219., 15 955. 00 955. 00 0. 00
2230.,48 2246.,40 2313.,38 66. 98
250.,68 200. 00 214. 00 14. 00
2250., 00 1460., 00 760., 00 -700., 00
656.. ^Ji 600.,00 600.,00 0., 00
872.,50 2460.,00 6270.,00 3810., 00
230., 00 2460., 00 1114., 00 -1346,, CiC)
640..82 500., 00 500.. 00 0,, OC)
22.,40 445., 00 445,, 00 0,, 00
0.. 00 80,, 00 80., 00 0,, 00
1 GENERAL FUND 1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 DOLLAR
EXPENDITURES BUDGET PROPOSED CHANGE
2222 SCHOOL LIBRARY
SUPPLIES 54.24 205.00 219.00 14.00
SOFTWARE 964. 19 600.00 600.00 . 00
BOOKS 1027.37 500.00 500.00 0.00
PERIODICALS 212.35 190.00 190.00 0.00
2223 AUDIO VISUAL
PUPIL SERVICES 128.00 160.00 160.00 0.00
FILM RENTAL 0.00 85.00 85.00 0.00
SUPPLIES 297.55 170.00 170.00 0.00
ADDITIONAL EQUIP 4527.58 0.00 0.00 0.00
2311 SCHOOL BOARD
SALARY 550.00 780.00 780.00 0.00
LEQAL 4981.00 2600.00 2600.00 0.00
AUDIT 1500.00 1500.00 1700.00 200. 00
CENSUS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
ELECTIONS 35.00 35.00 35.00 0.00
LIABILITY INSURANCE 1263.00 1450.00 1263.00 -187.00
FIDELITY BOND 0.00 119.00 119.00 0.00
ADVERTISING 533.21 150.00 150.00 . 00
CONFERENCES 0.00 100.00 100.00 0.00
DUES fu FEES 972.92 972.92 1070. 16 97 . 24
MISCELLANEOUS 222.30 10.00 10.00 0.00
2313 SCHOOL TREASURER
SALARY 240.00 300.00 300.00 0.00
POSTAGE 0.00 140.00 140.00 0.00
SUPPLIES 7.01 50.00 50.00 0.00
2320 SUPERINTENDENTS OFFICE
S.A.U. ASSESSMENT 17556.81 19327.92 19816.48 408.56
2410 PRINCIPALS OFFICE
SALARY 4719.87 5492.91 5857.61 364.70
SECRETRARY 0.00 3896.40 4013.29 116.89
POSTAGE 84.50 1 50 . 00 150.00 0.00
PRINTING 164.25 150.00 150.00 0.00
TRAVEL 150.00 150.00 150.00 0.00
SUPPLIES 512.56 150.00 1 50 . 00 0.00
DUES Z>. FEES 0.00 225.00 225.00 0.00
2542 OPERATION OF BUILDING
SALARY 15177.27 15808.00 15808.00 0.00
MISC. PURCHASED SERVICE 2885.00 310.00 310.00 0.00
WATER SERVICE 60.00 60.00 60.00 0.00
PROPERTY INSURANCE 2189.00 2300.00 2445.00 145.00
TELEPHONE 1272' 29 1100.00 1300.00 200.00
SUPPLIES 1402.98 1000.00 1000.00 . 00
ELECTRICITY 4949.39 5376.00 5640.00 264.00
FUEL OIL 3382.22 2400.00 3360.00 960.00
ADDITIONAL EQUIP 133.95 0.00 10.00 10.00

































SCHOOL LUNCH - STATE




























TEACHERS: LEVEL 1990-91 37.
91 -92 INCREASE VARIANCE
GEORGETTE HUCKINS (B/25 YRS. ) 30960.00 31888.80 928.80
DAVID HURLEY CM/20 YRS. ) 31592.00 32539.76 947.76
SALLY KEN I SON (B/3 YRS. ) 21524.00 22169.72 645.72
MARK MARASCA (:b/2 YRS. ) 20545.00 21161.35 616.35
MUSIC (.B/25 YRS. ) 1890.00 1946.70 56.70
1100 112 SALARY 106511.00 109706.33 3195.33
AIDES SALARY
rate $6 . 00 »6. 18
hrs 8\day 12 HOURS/DAY
day 1B&
1100 114 AIDES 8928.00 13793.76 4865.76
1100 122 SUBSTITUTES 1350.00 1350.00 0.00
TOTAL SALARIES 116789.00 124850.09 806 1 . 09
1100 211 BC/BS 11770.51 11770.51 0.00
1100 212 DENTAL 2000.40 2000.40 0.00
1100 213 LIFE 115.00 136.80 21.80
1100 214 WORKERS' CQMP 525. 55 561.83 36 . 27
1100 222 TEACHER RETIRE 1197.05 4440.36 3243.31
1100 226 ACCRUED LIAB. 33.84 33.84 0.00
1100 230 FICA 8934 . 36 9551.03 616.67
1100 2&0 UNEMPLOY. 210.00 210.00 0.00
SALARIES OF DISTRICT OFFICERS
2112-111-0 Truant Officer $ 15.,00
2311-111-0 School Board Chairman 300,,00




TOTAL SALARIES $ 1,125.00
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
2311-391-0 Census Taking 0.00
2311-522-0 Liability Insurance 1,263.00
2311-523-0 Fidelity Bond 119.00
2311-540-0 Advertising 150.00
2311-581-0 Conferences 100.00
2311-810-0 School Board Association Dues 1^070.16
$2,702.16
HILL TUITION STUDENTS FOR
1991-92 SCHOOL YEAR






































































































30 students x $3,065.00 = $ 91,950.00
High School:
46 students x $4,538.00 = 208,748.00















1000 INSTRUCTION XXXXXXXXXXXX ^)()jjX>^^)0(XX»(^,] XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
1 100 Regular Programs 425,848.17 iis^A-ss-i-si* 462,346.73
1 200 Special Program 46,204.83 37,871.71 37.871.71
1 300 Vocational Programs - -
1400 Other Inslrucllonal Programs 600.00 600.00 600.00
1600 AduliyContlnuing Education
2000 SUPPORT SERVICES XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2100 Pupil Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2110 Attendance & Social Work 15.00 15.00 15.00
2120 Guidance 4,982.00 5,513.30 5.513.30
2130 Health 6,366.40 4,401.38 4,401 .38
2140 Psychological 600.00 600.00 fion.nn
2150 Speech Path. & Audiology 2,460.00 6,270.00 6.?70.nn
2190 Other Pupil Services 500.00 500.00 500. on
2200 Instructional Staff Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2210 Improvement of Instruction 525.00 525.00 5?5.on
2220 Educational f^edia 1,910.00 1,924.00 1
,
9P4.no
2240 Other Insl. Staff Services
2300 General Administration XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2310 School Board XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2310 870 Contingency - - _
2310 All Other Objects 8,206.92 8,317.16 8,317.16
2320 Office of Superintendent XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2320 351 S.A.U. Management Serv. 19,327.92 19,816.48 19.816.48
2320 All Other Objects
2330 Special Area Adm. Services
2390 Other Gen. Adm. Services
2400 School Administration Services 10,214.31 10,695.90 10.695.90
2500 Business Services XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
2520 Fiscal
2540 Operation & (Maintenance of Plant 30,054.00 31.943.00 31,943.00
2550 Pupil Transportation 40.704.00 37.832.00 37,R??.nn
2570 Procurement
2590 Other Business Services 6.847.44 6.375.66 6,3 7 5.6fi
2600 Managerial Services
2900 Other Support Services
3000 COMMUNITIES SERVICES
4000 FACILITIES ACQUISITIONS & CONST
5000 OTHER OUTLAYS
5100 Debt Service XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXX
5100 830 Principal 15.000.00 15.000.00 i5,nnn nn
5100 840 Interest 6.195.00 5.140.00 s,i4n nn
5200 Fund Transfers
5220 To Federal Projects Fund
5240 To Food Service Fund 32,452.01 33,460.88 T(,4f;n RR
5250 To Capital Reserve Fund
5260 To General Fund Trust
1 1 22 Deficit Appropriation
— Supplemental AppropriatiCT
(OFFSET BY LIKE AMOUNT BY REVENUE)











REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE
TO REDUCE SCHOOL TAXES
770 Unreserved Fund Balance 13,384.00 0.00 n.nn
3000 Revenue from State Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx




3210 School Building Aid 5.145.00 5,145.00 5.145.00
3220 Area Vocational School
3230 Driver Education
3240 Catastrophic Aid 6,475.00 6,475.00 6, 475. no
3250 Adult Education
3270 Child Nutrition 350.00 350.00 350. on
Other (Identify)




4460 Child Nutrition Program 4,500.00 4,500.00 4, son. nn
4470 Handicapped Program
Other (Idenlify)
5000 Other Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
5 1 00 Sale of Bonds or Notes
5230 Trans. From Cap. Projects Fund
5250 Trans. From Cap. Reserve Fund
5260 Trans. From General Fund Trust
1000 Local Rev. other than Taxes xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
1300 Tuition
1500 Earnings on Investments
1700 Pupil Activities i.nnch Sales 14,300.00 14,300.00 i4,3oo.nn
Other (Identify) Town share of Custodian 5.150.00 5,150.00 S, 150.00
SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION (CONTRA)
"TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS 73,082.00 66,188.00 66,iRR.nn
DISTRICT ASSESSI^ENT 585,931.00 625t7?3x13:* 622.960.00
TOTAL REVENUES & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT fisq.m3.nn
*622,960.00
-691t960t11*^ 689,148.00
(School portion of the Business Profits Tax $
.
**689,148.00
. to be applied
to Itie District Assessment when computing the School Tax Rate.)
















(Please sign In Ink)





ADAMS, LAWRENCE H C HEATHER W
AHLPAN.JOHN
AKERLY, BENJAMIN C ROSA
AKERLY, DANIEL L
ALBRO ET ALSt HALTER 3
ALLAIRE, hlLLIAN F S ELAINE
ALLEN.DANIEL S
ALLEN, HINPIELD S C JOHN E
ALOABANOI ,BAOER
AHSOEN, DIANE
AMSDEN, MARGARET T C EDWARD D
ANDERSON, LEONARD J t TERRY ANN
ANDERSON, PHYLLIS
ANOERSCN, ROBERT D t CAROLE
ANDREWS, DANA C CHARLENE
ARSENAULT, VALERIE
ASHER,CAROL S L CHARLES K
BAINES,CHERYL L
BARBOUR, KEVIN L G CAROLE A
EARBOUR.RENA L
BARKER, JOHN t PATRICIA C
BARKER, PAUL e PATRICIA F
BARKER, PAUL C PATRICIA F
BARTLETT.GAIL A
BASLER, JACgUELYN H
BASTIS, FRANCIS H £ LYNN E
BATCHELOER, BRUCE R t SHERRY M
BATCHELOR, WILLIAM H
BEAN, KEITH & JEAN M
BEAN, KEITH E C JEAN M
BELLOIR, LESTER E RITA
eiESE.LEO C LUCINDA
BIESE.LEO C LUCINDA
BLACK, CHARLES S SR t MARJDRIE H
6LAD0S. EDWIN F C COLLEEN H














BROCK, RICHARD P C DOROTHY E
BRCDEUR, JUDITH M
BPOWER, HOWARD
BROWER, HOWARD S t ANDREA C
BROKER. HOWARD S C ANDREA C
BROWN, JOHN 6 MARY
BROWN. MRS WILLIAH A




8UDR0. HARVEY L C CLAUDIA E
BUDRO.PAUL E C CECILE J
BULKLEY.EDWARD E C HELEN H
BURBANK, LARRY W C OONNA L
eURLEY.KENYON K C JUANITA M







CALLEY, WILLIS C WANETA
CANTARA, ALFRED G VIRGINIA
CANTARA, VIRGINIA G ALFRED
CAPUTO, CAROL JANE
CAREY, EDWARD G MARGARET
CARHART,JOHN L G DORIS
CARLSON, CHERYL M
CARLSON, JOHN A G ELIZABETH
CARON, ANDREW G G ROBIN N
TOTAL LAND BLDG LAND USE
R12-037 LB 18700 16900 1800
RlO-027 LAND 2150 2150
R12-O05 LAND 12300 12300
VOO-007 LB 36300 10850 25450
R13-016-002 LB 53150 11050 42100
R 1 1-02 I CULB 37450 7402 30048 102
Rll-022 LAND 8700 8700
R12-035 LAND 5700 5 700
VOO-038 LB 44500 11200 33300
R08-016 LAND 6200 6200
R03-002 LB 15550 13100 2450
R 13-01 9- 005 LAND 5750 5750
RlO-006 LAND 3500 3500
VOO-006 LB 40900 11150 29750
RlO-031- 004 LB 51350 9700 41650
R03-02 LB 29400 13750 15650
R12-0'i9 LB 58OO0 13950 44050
R09-053-CC6 MH 6700 6700
RO'i-OO^ LAND 7450 7450
R03-0'H- 003 LAND 13600 13600
RU-Oia CULB 60226 12576 47650 2717
VOO-056 LB 62050 10200 51850
VOO-020-002 LB 54350 12100 42250
R03-058 CULB 44450 7600 36850 556
R03-055 LAND 250 250
R03-029 LB 91252 12302 78950 840
VOO-HO LB 20650 4300 16350
R13-003- 005 LAND 4700 4700
R08-006 LB 49050 8900 40150
VOO-012 LB 35850 11150 24700
R13-027 CULD 2303 2303 1428
VOO-131 LB 37750 7600 30150
R12-032 CULD 1797 1797 1115
VOO-099 LB 27750 9650 18100
R0^-01« CULD 234 234 145
RO-i-OlS CULB 45851 7051 38800 340
VOO-005 LB 36000 11900 24100
VOO-124 LAND
RlO-037 LB 43650 15700 27950
VOO-104 LAND 7050 7050
R09-032 LB 22600 5850 16750
VOO-llB LAND 150C 1500
R09-038 LB 27700 8000 19700
R06-010 LB 7050 4850 2200
Ria-017 LB 19100 6700 12400
VOO-033 LB 29800 10500 19300
R1A-0G7 CULD 44050 44050 8970
Rl-i-OOB CULB 45162 25162 20000 15601
VOO-018 LB 42750 16750 26000
R03-00 3- 002 LAND 4400 4400
R03-0O3- 003 LHH 3315C 9400 23750
R03-003- 001 LAND 4400 4400
R09-053-COl MH 6800 6800
VOO-067 LB 29000 10100 18900
R04-007 LAND 5750 5750
Rll-007 LAND 5600 5600
R11-006 LAND 11550 11550
R03-018 CULB 38772 7522 31250 1210
ROe-CiS CULD 940 940 583
R08-021 LAND 7350 7350
R08-022 LAND 8600 8600
R03-036 CULD 2443 2443 1515
R03-035 CULD 1760 1760 1091
VOO-016 LB 46150 10150 36000
VOO-015 LB 36500 9700 26800
R 12-05 5-004 LAND 4700 4700
VOO-059 LB 36250 16100 20150
VOO-002 LB 38700 11050 27650
VOO-098 LB 39650 10050 29600
R11-018 LB 18450 7950 10500
V00-150 MH 6350 6350
V00-150 LB 31150 11700 19450
VOO-146 LB 37400 16700 20700
POl-007 LB 66250 17750 48500
R03-003 LB 27250 10250 17000
R01-005 LB 53450 15800 37650
R01-019 MH 5050 5050
ROl-019 LB 34750 21150 13600
Rll-019 CULD 7901 7901 2253
R12-042 LB 92250 14750 77500
VOO-020-001 LB 37800 11850 25950
R09-022 LB 41300 7900 33400
R06-001 LB 41550 13400 28150
R13-038 LAND 5250 5250
I
70
PROPERTY TAX VALUATIONS - HILLt NEH HAMPSHIRE
APRIL It 1990
TOTAL BLDG LAND USE
CARR CO, CHARLES A VOO-120 LAND 1200 1200
CARRiJOHN L JR RlO-012 LMH 22550 9650 12900
CARRUTH TRUSTEE, DOUGLAS H R07-009-005 LAND 7450 7450
CARRUTH, DOUGLAS H R03-03I LB 76709 12709 64 000 187
CARRUTH, DOUGLAS H R03-054- 001 LAND 1802 1802 60
CARRUTH, DOUGLAS W R07-OO9 LAND 3039 3039 1885
CARTER, ROBERT R09-053- D03 HH 6900 6900
CASADONA,JAHES J 6 CHERI LYNN R08-012 LAND 14500 14500
CASAOONA, JAMES J £ CHERI LYNN R08-010 LAND 11500 11500
CHAOBOURNE, PAULINE RlO-022 LB 65100 14250 50850
CHANDLER, JOHN P R03-040 CULB 60828 11478 49350 1599
CHANDLER, JOHN P RO'i-026 LB 7000 4400 2600
CHARLES, FRANCES Rll-009 LB 16900 9600 7300
CHARLES, FRANCES k06-0Z0 LB 28300 6900 21400
CHEEVER, RICHARD V00-S05 CLB 50050 14000 36050
CHEEVER, RICHARD C R07-021 LB 5515C 17450 37700
CHEVREFILS,CINDY VOO-108 LB 55950 10500 45450
CHMIELINSKI, FRANK S R07-003 LB 56700 6850 49850
CHRISTMAS, THOMAS 6 ELIZABETH R06-023 LB 40750 10200 30550
CILENSEK, WALTER RO<i-02 7 CULO 1175 1175 729
CLARK, MURIEL VOO-061 LB 38950 8850 30100
CLARK, THOMAS C SANDRA J R 13-0 12- 001 CULO 660 660 410
CLEMENT, STEPHEN C ANN R09-028 LMH 27200 8150 19050
COLBY, JOYCE VOO-024 LB 28850 8600 20250
COLBY, THOMAS E VOO-042 LB 37200 10600 26600
COLE, JAMES E C LOLA L R12-047 LB 40900 17300 23600
COLLINS £ DANNER R13-019-003 LAND 7350 7350
COLLINS £ DANNER R13-019-001 LAND 8100 8100
CORBEIL, STEPHEN H £ MRS RUTH R0 3-0l<i LB 26050 7150 18900
CaRNEAU,MELVIN A £ MITZI B ROl-001- 001 LAND 9250 9250
CORNEAU, WILLIAM E SHEILA R12-034 LB 39550 10150 29400
CCRNEL, MARTIN £ AVRIL ROl-004 LB 27300 20200 7100
COVEY, MERLE A £ VERLEA ROl-016 LAND 13900 13900
COVIELLO, CHRISTOPHER A JR £ ELIZ ROl-023 LAND 6650 6650
CROSBY, WILLIAM E £ EDWINA H VOO-051 LB 39450 10350 29100
CROHELL, RONALD G £ EMALINE R VOO-103 LB 40350 9950 30400
CROWLEY, ROBERT E £ JUDY ROl-036 LB 44850 10700 34150
CUNNINGS, WILLIAM H II £ BRENDA ROg-OS* LB 30900 8850 22050
CURRY ETAL, CHRISTOPHER D R13-032-002 LAND 3150 3150
CURRY, CHRISTOPHER D R13-032- 001 LB 24500 9250 15250
CURRY, MICHAEL D R12-024 CULB 46093 14593 31500 384
CURTIS, SHERRY A V00-a40 LB 30100 9850 20250
DACONTO, LOUIS A £ LYNDA E R12-053 LAND 8400 8400
DALEY £ MCGEE VOO-149 LB 45100 11500 33600
DALEY, PAUL E £ NCRMA G R12-006 CULB 6621 4421 2200 1108
CALTI E ARCHAMBAULT R13-032- 003 LB 50150 8400 41750
DANFORTH.GENE F £ LINDA L R13-002 CULB 8859 6009 2850 2425
DARLING S COOPER vao-119 LB 28700 8200 20500
CAVIO £ JONES R06-007 LAND 15950 15950
DAVID, GARY E JEANINE R06-006 LB 29050 13450 15600
DAVIS, CARCLYN M VOO-045 LB 39600 10400 29200
DAVIS, DOROTHY K RlO-014 LAND 14050 14050
DAVIS, DOROTHY K RlO-013 LAND 2400 2400
DAVIS, DOROTHY K R09-042- 001 LB 4150 3400 750
DAVIS, PAUL H RlO-014 MH 12000 12000
DAY £ CROSBY R12-002 LAND 10150 10150
DAY HEIRS, MAUDE R07-023 LB 33000 9750 23250
DAT, GRACE VOO-143 LB 36800 15000 21800
DEARBORN, KURT £ SUSAN Rll-030 LB 27800 8300 19500
DEBOYES, RICHARD D E JOANNE L R04-002- 003 LAND 5550 5550
DENNINGHAM, CHARLES M Ra6-038 LB 84750 11750 73000
DENNINGHAH, CHARLES W III £ CONST R09-041 LB 26100 10550 15550
DESANTIS, JOSEPH JR R03-O09 LB 9700 7500 2200
DESNOYERS, ANDREW H S RITA VOO-047-001 LAND 5500 5500
DESNOYERS, ANDREW W £ RITA VOO-130 LB 50000 10250 39750
DESROCHERS, DONNA H R13-032- 004 LAND 5200 5200
DESRGCHERS, GERARD R £ PAMELA A VOO-020- 003 LB 37600 8750 28850
DICEY ESTATE, JOHN R 10-03
5
LAND 1280 1260
0ICKERSON,MARY J £ ELIZABETH L R09-044 LAND 2500 2500
DICKERSON.MARY J £ ELIZABETH L R09-03a LB 35350 12650 22700
DICKERSON, THEODORE R09-051 LAND 100 100
DICKERSON, THEODORE R09-036 LB 50650 25650 25000
DOHERTY.PAUL E E CAROL A ROl-006- 003 LB 32850 10150 22700
CONOGHUE £ HIGGINS R08-008 LAND 8450 8450
DONOGHUE E HIGGINS R08-007 LB 52500 8250 44250
DONOVAN, BRIAN L £ DIANE M ROl-034 CULB 36278 5878 30400 292
DOSKOW, ALEXANDER E MARTHA Rll-003 LB 35250 14300 20950
DOW ASSOCIATES INC VOO-116 CLB 37800 21000 16800
DOYLE. GEORGE L JR ROl-026 LB 41700 17850 23850
DRAKE, LINDEN R R13-033 LAND 4400 4400
OUBE.PAUL R13-003-001 LAND 4250 4250
DUBOIS, PETER R03-038 LB 33450 16050 17400
DUHAMEL,ALAN F £ APRIL A UOO-026 LB 40800 9250 31550
OUKETTE,CLYDE £ JOAN R09-053-B04 MH 5650 5650
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DUNLEA C FLYNN R13-00J-004 LAND 8250 8250
CUPUIS, CAROL R13-016- 001 LB 48200 10550 37650
OWYER, WALTER Pl^-OlO CULD 21276 21276 13192
DHYER, HALTER R13-0Z2 LAND 2950 2950
OhVER. WALTER R13-028 CULD 8089 8089 5016
DWYER, WALTER R13-026 LAND 2500 2500
EARLE, STEVEN C ELAINE VOO-O'kT LB 38250 11400 26850
EARLE, STEVEN E ELAINE VOO-130- 001 LAND 3000 3000
EATON, GLENDON £ CARLENE VOO-039 LB 40550 10850 29700
EIOSHQRE, ROGER R13-001 CULD 5600 5600 3472
ElOSHORE, ROGER C VIOLETTE E R13-U06- 001 LB 73900 30150 43750
ELLIOTT. ERNEST III C DORIS R09-053-A02 MH 5850 5850
ELLIOTT, PCGER R13-00e LB 6750 2750 4000
EMERSON, ARTHUR C 6 RUTH A VOO-025 LB 31750 9000 22750
ENOS.PAUL S e ALICE B R06-002- 001 LB 27800 11250 16550
ETHIER,RICHARD £ LISA A ROI-037 LB 18300 6150 12150
EVANS, HOWARD W E DORIS C ROl-008 CULD 963 963 438
EVERGREEN PARTNERS R13-02A LAND 14400 14400
EVERGREEN TRUST R13-031- 001 LAND 11150 11150
PAGAN, ALFRED £ FRANCES R06-032 LAND 14850 14850
FARMER, IVY Rll-013 CULD 812 812 504
FARMER, IVY RU-ooe CULD 404 404 251
FARMER, IVY Rll-012 CULD 1504 1504 933
EARNER, THOMAS P C CAROL J P12-050-002 LAND 6300 6300
FARR, SANDRA ROl-013 LB 14700 11700 3000
FARRIS, STEVEN C R12-0'i5 LAND 5950 5950
FARRIS, STEVEN C £ ALICE-ROGERS RU-oe LAND 8950 8950
FIGUEROA, JEROME F R0/-Q09- 078 LB 48150 10550 37600
FITZ, ETHEL Rll-026 LAND 10250 10250
FITZ, ETHEL Rll-027 CULD 470 470 292
FLANNERY.JOHN P £ BEVERLY RlO-038 LAND 12800 12800
FLEMING, ERUCE ROl-052 LB 37550 35350 2200
FLINT, MARK T RO'i-OlO LAND 4700 4700
FLUERY,GLENICE R06-036 LAND 17200 17200
FLUERY.GLENICE R06-0I1 LAND 200 200
FOISEY £ ANDERSON VOO-102 LB 31950 10250 21700
FORD.LINWOOD H £ JUDITH R06-026 LB 67350 13300 54050
FORSYTH, FLETCHER U £ LEE-ANN R10-028 LAND 6250 6250
FORTESCUE, PETER R03-021 CULD 1520 1520 943
FCRTIN, VINCENT G £ DECEMBER-LYNN R09-053- DOl MH 17750 17750
FOUTS.BRENOA L V0D-S04 LB 38550 6500 32050
FRANCIS, NORBERT £ RACHEL RlO-004 CULB 37824 18224 19600 2185
FRASER, ALLEN R £ ELIZABETH A VOO-109 LB 43200 12550 30650
FRAZER ET AL, JAMES A R13-0i9-•002 LAND 4750 4750
FPAZER, JAMES A RI3-032 LAND 1940 1940
FRAZER, JAMES A R13-010 LB 20720 5540 15180
GABRIELSON £ VOYTECK BOS-O'iZ CULB 18584 5734 12850 1209
GALLERANI,AOA T R12-004 LAND 18000 18000
GALLERANI.ADA T R07-019 LB 43600 16100 27500
GARANT £ STEVENS Rll-OO'i LB 15750 8950 6800
GARDNER. JAMES H £ SUSAN M R09-053- C03 MH 18100 18100
GARFIELD, BRUCE £ VIRGINIA R06-03'i LB 54350 10500 43850
GARRETSON.LEON ROl-051 LB 27903 9353 18550 1518
GARRETT, FLOYD R10-O23 CULD 658 658 408
GARRETT, FLOYD B RIl-02<i CULB 9150 4250 4900 175
GAUTHIER, MICHAEL RO9-052 LB 38200 9350 28850
GEORGE, HARRY E JR E DORIS R R09-02I LB 4900C 11100 37900
GEORGE,HARRY E JR E DORIS R VOO-SOl CLB 79800 18800 61000
GEORGE, MATHEH B Rl3-0<ji LAND 5900 5900
GIGUERE.ELLA ROl-029 LB 33000 8600 24400
GOLDBERG. SEYMOUR P08-013 LB 62750 28850 33900
GOLDBERG. SEYMOUR R07-006 LAND 30950 30950
GOLDMAN.DAVID £ MERRYL F R06-033 LB 34450 10500 23950
GORDON, ARTHUR R03-022 CULD 2670 2670 1656
GORDON, RACHEL R07-015 CULB 37722 8122 29600 1577
GRAY, DOUGLAS W £ SUSAN G RO'i-002-•004 LAND 7200 7200
GREENWOOD, LESTER S £ RITA P R13-036 LAND 8800 8600
GRIFFIN, MERTON C VOO-142 LB 25500 9700 15800
GROESSER.JOHN W £ ELIZABETH M R06-002- 002 LB 47650 10250 37400
GROE$SER,LOR| R09-053-B05 MH 8700 8700
GRCGAN, THOMAS J £ BEVERLY L VOO-027 LB 34400 9700 24700
GROLEAU.LUCIEN E GERALDINE VOO-036 LB 37000 10200 26SU0
GLENETTE S REECE R13-03I CULD 2162 2162 134 1
GUILLOTTE, NORMAN G £ DEBORAH R03-009-007 LMH 20000 4800 15200
GUNN, GLENN £ PATRICIA R03-051 LAND 11450 11450
GUYOTTE, ROBERT R09-053-•C04 MH 5050 5050
HACKETT, SCOTT R09-031 MH 4450 4450
HAGG, BARRY RI2-010 LB 18600 8100 10500
HALCHAK.JCHN R0<r-020 LB 61150 19100 42050
HALL E DERRY RO7-022 LMH 39192 6942 32250 714
HALL,KARLTON V R03-013 LB 13250 9100 4150
HALL, WALTER E DORIS VOO-052 LB 45050 15400 29650
HAMILTON £ LIVINGSTON HEIRS R13-015 LAND 26550 26550
HAMMOND, BARBARA P £ RAYMOND K RI2-038 LB 62700 14300 48400
i
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HANEYfRICHARD E C JEANNE H
HANKSfROGER 6 BETTY
HANNAGANiRICHARO A t MENDY S
HANSEN, RICHARD H E HARCIA A
HANSEN, RICHARD H C HARCIA A
HARVEY, JAMES H C DARLENE J
HARVEY, JAMES M £ DARLENE J
HAYES, BEVERLY ANN
HAYNES, PAMELA S




HAYHOOD, DENNIS A G GLENNA H
HAZELTON,GLEN V G MARIE R
KELMHOLTZ, ALLEN C IRENE
HERR.ERIC B C REBECCA H









HOLLENBECK CHARLES SR K MILDRED
HOLMES, RICHARD H C RUTH H
HOLMES, RICHARD M E RUTH H
HOLMES,THOMAS E
HOOPER, FRED t IRENE
NOUGHT ON, ROGER
HUARD,CARL H C BECKY F
HUCKINS, MAURICE L
HUGHES, RONALD L C DONNA
ICVINO ETALS, DOMINIC D
IRELAND, CHESTER R C LOIS Y
IRELAND, CHESTER R G LOIS Y
IRVING,JOANN
JACOBS, THOMAS H C ROBIN A
JACQUES, CAROL I C MARK W
JALKUT TR ETAL, THOMAS P
JALKUT TP ETAL, THOMAS P
JEANSON, MICHAEL E G KATHLEEN M
JEANSONiNORfANO C IRMA
JEDREY, FRANCIS P G SHIRLEY T
JENNISON, CHRISTOPHER W G LINDA B
JETTE £ SCHROEDER
JOHNSON, ROBERT L 6 KATHLEEN R
JOHNSON, ROBT L G KATHLEEN
JONES, AGNES
JONES, BARBARA ANN
JONES, FRED G ANITA
JONES, FRED C C ANITA E
JONES, HAROLD C
JONES, JEFFREY C G DEBRA J
JONES, JEFFREY C G DEBRA J
JONES, JOAN
JORDAN, MARTHA L















KELLOGG, KEITH G RUTHELLEN





KERKAWICH, ROBERT C PHYLLIS
KILBRIDE, SIDNEY C ANNA
KING, LEON H G GLORIA E





J G JANET S



















































































































































































































































































































































































































KRISAK.ECWARO T JR K JULIE




LAHONTAGNE.RONALD A C OEBRA A
LANE, GERALD G JEANNINE
LAUGHYfALAN C ROBIN
LAVIMONIERE.GARY C ALICE A
LEARNARDiNORRIS L i. JEANETTE E
LEE, WILLIAM R
LEGRICE e CHASE
LEONARD, GERALD J C NANCY M
LEVESQUE e AKERLEY
LIBBY,ALAN R
LIBBY, ANSON E £ RHONDA L
LIBBY.PRESCOTT
LIBBY, R SCOTT C REGINA J
IIEBEPHAN, ALFRED 6 PHYLIS
LINDSAY, MILDRED
LINSLEY, ERNEST J JR C KAREN J





LUEBKERT, BERNARD J C SUZANNE V
LUSTER, JAMES 6 RCSANNE P
LYNCH, JOHN
MACCABEE, WILLIAM & ELSIE
HACHADO, WILLIAM R JR C JOAN L
MACINTOSH, DOROTHY F
t-ACLEOO e OHANLON
HADAGLIA, DONALD R JR & LYNN M
MAOAGLIA, ROBERT S
HAGOON.KEN 6 MARY LOU
HAHDNEY, HENRY T t JENNIFER G
fAHURIN, MICHAEL K
fAHURIN, TIMOTHY C OENISE
HAJKA, GEORGE
KALOOF, DAVID A & JANET E
MALVEIRA, FRANCIS A t NANCY E
MANNING, GILBERT J III C JOAN L
MARION, ROBERT
MARSH TRUSTEES .RAYMOND C EMILY
MARSHALL, H BARBARA
MARTIN, CHARLES A 6 PAULETTE J
MARTIN, VICTOR E 6 SHIRLEY M
MATHER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, JCHN T
MATHER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, JOHN T
MAZZOLENI, PETER C LEONA
MCGARY ET AL,THOMAS
MCGILVRAY, RONALD C RITA
t'CGILVRAY. RONALD J t RITA L
MCHENRY, JOHN E G EDNA
MCKINLEY, JOHN t BARBARA A
HCNABB. JAMES M 6 LISE M
MCNEIL, GERALD W G DIANA M
MCNEIL, JOHN M G MARY E
MCNEIL, MELVIN P G CYNTHIA M
MCNEISH, DONALD
MCRAE G HOLLINGWORTH
HEAO,ROXANNE T G FRANK N
HEARS, EDWARD T JR G BARBARA
MEDEIROS, ANGELINA
MELLO, JAMES A G JANICE S
HERKER, AUGUST
MERRILL, WILLIAM E G CAROL A
HEYERHOEFER. ELIZABETH
MEYERHOEFER.PAUL C G ELIZABETH
HILLS .FORREST
MILLS,FORREST
MINER, ALFRED R C LYNDA F
MINTZ, RICHARD G EVVAJEAN
MOPEY,ROSA M G JAMES B
MORGAN, WILLIAM A JR
MCRIARTY, ALBERT G JANET
MORRILL, RICHARD G PATRICIA
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HDRRILL, RICHARD T G PATRICIA VOO-139 LAND 1800 1800
MORRILL, RICHARD T 6 PATRICIA A V00-0'f6 LB 47050 16950 30100
MORRILL, RICHARD T C PATRICIA A VOO-133 LAND 550 550
MORRILL, ROBERT B C CECILE VOO-132 LB 36800 6450 30350
MORRILL, HAYNE £ MARTHA R08-011 LAND 2000 2000
HOSES, ANTHONt S SHARON R06-031 LMH 39100 11550 27550
MOSES, JOHN W RlO-034 CULD 616 616 382
MUCHLE,RONALD t APLENE ROl-OOfr-001 LAND 5950 5950
HUCKLE.RONALD C ARLENE ROl-006- 002 LAND 5950 5950
MUNSON.EARL W G SHEILA R ROS-029 LB 33450 14700 18750
MUNSON, MICHAEL C HICHELE R13-018- 001 CULB 19453 4453 15000 598
MURPHY,CLARE M R 13-00 3- 002 LAND 4200 4200
MURPHY, JOHN G AGNES R06-035 LB 68950 11800 57150
HURPHY,JOHN J C ADELE R12-055-002 LB 42650 11050 31600
MURRAY, JOAN BOl-017 LAND 9150 9150
MURRAY, ROBERT J R03-016 LB 9250 5500 3750
MURRAY, WILLIAM C JOAN ROl-021 LB 66100 12500 53600
MURRAY,WILLIAM C JOAN R03-047 LAND 7000 7000
N H ELECTRIC CO-OP UTIL 275506 275506
NATKIEL,PAUL E LUCY R13-030 CULB 49318 8918 40400 3212
NELSON, JOSEPH D ROl-018 LB 33950 6150 27800
NERGER, GEORGE 6 NATALIE R03-026 LB 42650 9600 33050
NESTERUK, ALEXANDER R12-052 CULB 40192 9592 30600 2403
NEW ENGLAND HYDRO-TRANSMISSION UTIL 133000 133000
NEW ENGLAND POWER CO R03-004- 001 ELEC 1350 1350
NEW ENGLAND POWER CO R03-004 ELEC 1700 1700
NEW ENGLAND POWER CO UTIL 56514 56514
NEWELL,GEORGE t ELIZABETH H R09-050 LMH 23000 8100 14900
NICOLA, PETER J S LESLIE A R09-020 LB 73050 18650 54400
NIGHTINGALE, CARLIN £ LEE R03-025 LB 48350 9800 38550
NOONAN, DAVID E JEANNETTE R14-004 LAND 11500 11500
NORSEMAN REAL EST INC R12-041 LB 27700 11800 15900
NOYES, WILLI AM H R03-007 CULD 2674 2674 1658
NYBERG, WILLIAM L E BEATRICE H R09-048- 001 LB 38600 9350 29250
OCONNOR,PAUL JR E JANET A R06-019 LB 5435C 6700 47650
OSBORN, TIMOTHY J E MARIE C RlO-010 LAND 13000 13000
PABST. GEORGE A £ ELAINE B R12-05O-005 LB 104950 18600 86350
PABST, GEORGE A E ELAINE B R07-009-C7A LAND 5850 5850
PABST, RANDALL T R12-050- 006 LB 73700 18250 55450
PABST, THOMAS D £ SUSAN L R09-033 LB 38750 8250 30500
PABST, THOMAS D G SUSAN L R07-009- 007 LAND 6150 6150
PADULA, JAMES G VELIA R12-009 LB 43600 22100 21500
PADULA, JAMES £ VELIA R12-008 LAND
PASTUSZAK, JAMES R E KAREN H VOO-048- 001 LB 58950 8950 50000
PAULING. MARION R08-009 MH 11300 11300
PELLEGRINI, CATHERINE R04-008 LAND 6350 6350
PEPLER, BRIAN G SANDRA R06-030 LB 35000 6600 28400
PERRON, ROBERT J £ MARIA VOO-OIO LB 43500 9950 33550
PESCINSKI,FRANK G JUDITH R12-029 LB 76450 18450 58000
PESCINSKI, FRANK J 6 JUDITH A RlZ-Oll LB 16200 7400 10800
FHELPS.JOHN R08-015 CULD 4230 4230 2623
PHELPS, JOHN R08-003 CULD 1504 1504 933
PHILLIPS G THOMPSON RlO-025 CULB 36481 10181 26300 3340
PIKE, DALE G SUSAN ROl-016- 001 LB 23300 10550 12750
PITTENGER G FINK VOO-148 LB 38250 7150 31100
PLEASANT HILL CEMETERY ASSOC R09-055 EXMT 1100 1100
PONGRATZ,ERNO R13-040 LAND 9300 9300
PONTON, ESTHER G FRANK W V00^097 LB 37450 9950 27500
POPA ET AL,FLORICA G HIHAI R04-012 LMH 12748 10348 2400 1087
PORTER, KENNETH R04-018 LAND 15850 15850
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH UTIL 48480 48480
CUARRY HILL CORP R14-009 LAND 11150 11150
CUIMBY, ANNIE R09-043 LB 25750 4400 21350
0UIM8Y, JAMES Rll-028 CULB 1309C 8590 4500 43n
OUIHBY, JAMES Pll-017 CULB 38722 7572 31150 2049
RAYMOND, DAVID P R09-035 LB 36050 9550 26500
RAYNO, KENNETH G IRENE VOO-075 LB 38050 10000 28050
PEED, ROBIN J G ROBERT D JR RlO-003 CULD 611 611 379
PEISE,JOHN R03-010 LB 17200 130C0 4200
RICHFORD, RAYMOND G G LUCILLE H Ri;-021- 001 LMH 24700 8950 15750
RIGDEN,JAMESCN D G SIMONE S Rll-016 LB 2060C 12050 8550
RIGDEN, JAMESON D G SIMONE S RU-015 CULD 2679 2679 1661
RINALDI, ANDREW G R13-032 LAND 1940 1940
RINALDI, ANDREW G R13-010 LB 20720 5540 15180
RINALDI, GRACE 013-010 LB 10360 2770 7590
RINALDI, GRACE L R13-032 LAND 970 970
ROBERTS, TERESA R13-017 LB 24650 8850 15800
ROBIE, CYNTHIA J R 11-001 LB 41250 10550 30700
ROBIE, GEORGE VOO-137 LMH 6650 5450 1200
ROBIE, GEORGE RlO-030 CULD 1551 1551 96 2
ROBIE, GEORGE VOO-138 LAND 2500 2500
ROBIE, GEORGE W PI 1-00 1- 001 CULB 5382 4882 500 2366
ROBIE, LAWRENCE R12-012 CULD 5677 5677 3520
ROBIE, LAWRENCE R06-012 CULB 13051 12251 800 5959
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ROBIEfLAHRENCE C CARCLINE
ROBIEiLAMRENCE C CAROLINE
BUBIE, LAWRENCE C CAROLINE
POBlEiLAHRENCE L CAROLINE
PQBIE, LAWRENCE 6 CAROLINE
RGBIE. LAWRENCE C CAROLINE








ROBOTHAM, DONALD W £ MARIE H
ROBOTHAM, DONALD W G HARIE M
ROM&NOWSKI, BENJAMIN
ROSATI, SILVIO C GWIN C
ROSEN, STEPHEN C PATRICIA
ROUNDS, BRUCE
SAMPSON, ALTON B SR C DOROTHY M
SAHPSON, JOSEPH C FAYE




SCHEUER, HARRY C AMY BAKSA
SCHOFIELD, WARREN C MARTHA
SCHOLL, RALPH G KATHLEEN
SCHROEOER.MARY M
SCHUMACHER .ROBERT M C KATHLEEN A
SEIBEL, PHILIP C ELAINE
SEIBEL, PHILIP C ELAINE
SEIBEL, PHILIP J III C KAREN L






SMITH, DAVID P E ALICE T
SKITH, LOUISE
SMITH, ROBERT F JB C ROBERT F III
SMITH, ROBERT H JB C JOANNE B
SMITH, ROBERT M JR £ JOANNE B




SPENCER, STEVEN N t MAUREEN P
SPILLER, MALCOLM M G SHEILA J
ST ARNAULO,ANN MARIE
STANLEY, MICHAEL A G MARIE L
STEARNS, JOSEPH C MARILYN
STEINHAGEN, WILLIAM R G VIVIAN L
STEVENS, KENNETH
STEVENS, KENNETH
STEWART, VICTOR G KAREN
STOCKLEY, RAYMOND C DOROTHY
STONE. EDWARD G CAROL
STRAW, LETTIE V
STRAW, LETTIE V
SULLIVAN, MARY ELIZABETH OXNAH
















THOMAS, WILLIAM G YVONNE
THOMAS.WILLIAM H JB
THOMAS. WILLIAM H JB
THOMAS, WILLIAM H JR
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THROWER,CHAS H JR C SUSAN R






TQBIN ET AL, LORRAINE M
TOSHACK.ALAN £ PRISCILLA
TOUSIGNANT, NATALIE A E CARL J




TWITCHELL, SHERMAN £ GABRIELLE




















WEESE, DONALD W E
WEINERT, GERALD A
WELCH, FREDERICK H




WHEELER, BEVERLY J £ DALE S





WHEELER, FRED A JR
WHITMAN, THOMAS £ T ER I
WIGGINS, CHARLES £ LILLA
WIGGINS,CHARLES £ LILLA
WIGGINS, CHARLES E E LILLA C
WILCOX,DELILAH
WILCOX, DOUGLAS £ JUDITH
WILLIAMS, EDWIN G £ PHYLLIS C
WILLIAMSON, JOHN A E SUE ANN
WILSON, ELEANOR











WOLFSON, THOMAS A G MICHELE M
WOODS, MARILYN S
WOODS, MARILYN S
WOODWARD, GEORGE G EVA
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VOUNG, ROGER R C LISA H
RlJ-023 LAND 1350 1350
R13-025 LAND 1050 1050
R13-023 LAND 1350 1350
R13-025 LAND 1050 1050
R12-031 CULO 2115 2115
ROl-OOl-003 LAND 360C 3600
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